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About This Game

NecroVisioN: Lost Company is the prequel to original horror FPS shooter, taking place before the NecroVisioN story begins. It
contains a bunch of unique levels, characters, weapons and gameplay elements as well as new main hero that presents the
original game story from opposite perspective. Player is now one of WWI German troops that discovers the evil forces

unleashed by the war, starts to fight against them and leads soldiers of all nations gathered on the front through the massive
battles against the zombies and demons and finally he becomes a first Necromancer that will fight against Simon Bukner in

NecroVisioN.

10 new levels in singleplayer campaign

15 new characters

6 new weapons

Variety of special weapon ugrades

New drivable vehicles to use in fight - FT17 tank and Halberstadt CL.II airplane

Several additional close combat techniques, spells and fatalities in singleplayer
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New unique multiplayer mode: Gas Attack

3 new maps and several new skins for multiplayer mode

New visual effects like enhanced depth-of-field, soft shadows and new shaders with optimized renderer and data loading
system.
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Title: NecroVisioN: Lost Company
Genre: Action
Developer:
The Farm 51
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
NecroVisioN
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista (Operating System must be up to date with the latest patches)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4GHz or AMD Athlon 64 +2800

Memory: 1 GB RAM (Microsoft® Windows® XP) / 1.5GB (Microsoft® Windows® Vista)

Graphics: 256 MB Video RAM or greater with DirectX9 Pixel Shader 3.0 support (NVIDIA GeForce 6600 or ATI Radeon
X1600 or better)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8.0 GB available hard drive space

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compliant soundcard

Other requirements: 56kbps internet connection or faster for Internet play

English,Russian,German,Polish
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As awesome as R-Type, Gradius and Blazing Star.
A horizontal shmup with beautiful level design and nice difficulty progression.
No online, no co-op just good old difficulty and high score chasing!

. It is a good game, the story is interesting and you want to explore the world, the game mechanics are simple and you get used
quickly, the camera is a bit difficult to control but throughout the game you adapt perfectly. Overall it is a good game very well
trained. I recommend it. Gun Brothers is a poor mans Enter The Gungeon or Nuclear Throne. Only with infinitely less
substance, save up your money and buy Devolver Digital's offering at full price and don't bother rotting your teeth with this
bubblegum. Oh bubble gum is full of sugar and the flavour dies really quickly just in case you don't understand my meaning.
"Chew it up and spit it out like the cheap bland flavourless crap that it is! 3.0\/10" Oh and there are bugs on SteamOS too.
Normally I like to give any game I review a lot more time than this but this time I can safely say that I have seen enough. Few
weapons, fewer enemies, overall there nothing there at all. Completely devoid of substance.. Reach For The Sun is beautiful. An
absoloute botanical delight, and will bring bright smiles to any faces. Children of all ages take note; this game is based on the
real science of actual botany! As your plants grow using the power of our sun, your mind grows with the power of science!
There is a tutorial voice-over giving the basics of the Plantae kingdom's energy cycle, growth and development, and realistic
game mechanics reinforces the lesson. This has the effect of burning the subject of plant biology into the synapses populating
your temporal lobe and prefrontal cortex.
SCIENCE!
That's enough of that. Let's mention the gameplay.

Classic mode is a real time (okay, accelerated real time) strategy plant-growth simulation. It is quite a clickfest, and is pretty
punishing. It is something of a puzzle, but not so much in terms of pattern-matching and pathfinding--more of a numbers game.
Players must remember the cost of each piece of plant anotomy at each stage of growth, while simultaneously collecting three
resources (water, nutrients, & starch). Extra achievements are awarded for growing textbook plant morphologies, called a
"Deluxe" plant, for each variety of seed. While you must continually work to keep your plant alive, it is not so difficult as to
pose a frustrating challenge, merely a tiring one. The punishing aspects come in the form of worms which steal water (click on
them to drive them away), bugs which eat leaves (click on them to squash them), blighted leaves, frozen leaves, pollinating
flowers which require bees to be dragged to them. All of this requires much clicking and dragging.With inexperience, your plant
will survive. With practice, it will flourish heartily enough to fruit generously. This gives you precious points! When you get
tired of Classic mode's frantic clicking, you can switch to the far more cerebral Strategy mode.

Straegy mode is where Reach For The Sun really comes alive, and grows on you. It's clear much thought has gone into creating a
game where players can enjoy a well-balanced experience of challenge, numerically managing their plant's resources into fruit
(seed) yields to end each level. It's not a walk in the park, but you can stop and smell the roses. Each plant's own soundtrack
encourages growth apace, to the tune of both peaceful and stirring music for each season of the year (mostly stringed
instruments, which fits very well). The animations of leaves and flowers unfurling, of roots coiling their way through the soil are
delightfully visually appealing. Bugs, bees, worms, and butterflies are present in all their splendour with their own entomogical
and zooloigcal game mechanics.

Reach For The Sun is wonderful game for all budding gardeners (har-hah! 'punintentional'), an experience absolutely everyone
can be overjoyed by.
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PS: SCIENCE!!!. Everything I ever wanted.. A very inventive and challenging game that can help kill time, especially for the 4
dollar pricetag. Could definitely see this game being played at a hardcore level, and I certainly hope it does. The level of given
customization is great and the controls and gameplay are tight and fluid, allowing it to be picked up quickly. Would definitely
recommend if you're not sure what to do with those last 4 dollars.. OMG game is hardcore. In a good way you know. I like it.
And I gonna beat it.
Storyline seems to have several endings also, that's intriguing.
So, looks nice so far. And worths it's price.
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mildly entertaining.. Honestly not a very good game compared to all games. I give it a C+. That being said it did give me
something to do for many hours.. Adorable side scroller. Decent level of difficulty. Definitley a game I'll replay a bunch.. An
amazing video. This video even covers  Guccifer[en.wikipedia.org], a hacker who is behind Hillary Clinton's Benghazi email
scandal. Some prominent names include the Rockefellers, NASA, Facebook, Google, IBM, mySQL.com, Oracle, Facebook,
FBI agents, Romanian intelligence service, etc

PROS
1. Very interesting
The video tells you about Ramnicu Valcea, also known as "Hackerville". It is a city in Romania where cyber criminals gather to
commit identity theft, hack into secure email servers and learn from each other.

CONS
1. Not Much
They even translated the Romanian into English subtitles.. The game is fun, although the rng is a bit too much. I got to night 30
before getting the first storage upgrade, which is really hugely important. People complaining about bits should know that while
most things don't give you many bits when you break them down, emeralds really, really do. They're fairly common from the
rats and spiders and give you 300 bits each. Makes a huge difference, knowing that.
Some of the random spawns are terrible though, you can go through a door in the ceiling and find a chair on the other side,
blocking it off.. A bit clunky but still some good systems, these guys understand how to make a true roguelike and I hope they
deliver. Maybe wait until it's done a bit more if you want some high polish, because this is still rough around the edges.. Three
patches after its release -- a release preceded by many months in Early Access -- this potentially supercool zombie killing
smorgasbord is a bit of a wreck. Cards don't work as intended, the interface is convoluted, quality-of-life features like being
able to save progress between matches is curiously absent, some of the information you'd expect in a card game is unaccounted
for, and sometimes it just stops. Full-on game-killing stalls. I have yet to be able to finish a game as the zombies, which is quite
the problem in a game based on two playable factions.

Execution excepted, the design is top notch. The long-term collectibility and progression are exactly what an online CCG needs.
The variety of ways to play is a delight. And I freakin' *love* the R-rated gore-hound aesthetic, featuring slick photography
instead of anything that might slip into an uncanny valley. The models, cosplayers, make-up, expressive poses, and CG additions
are like no other videogame I've played, and they put Night on Earth to shame. What a wonderful mix of cheesecake and
raspberry jam!

All that said, it's been a frustrating release week, as you can see in this playthough:

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=871685407
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